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Answer key 

Q1 ) 
a)Fitness Freak 
b)Sugar 
C) adults and children reduce their daily sugar 
d)labeling of 
e) itearpoon of ketchup 
f) nutrients 
g)balanced 
h) to choose as a Part of healthy plan 
 
Q2 a)establishing a bond between couples( the adapters) and a child(adopter) which is legally,socially 
and morally equivalent to that between parents and their biological children. 
b) It has been mainly to fulfill the needs of the parents,i.e to have a male child to Perform the last 
cites,or to acquire and here to inherit the family name and Property. 
C) there are competent child welfare organizations which can help them to fulfill their desires for a 
child at the same time ensuring that their interests and those of the child are fully protected from all 
angles,even during the important aspect of confidentiality. 
d)Details about such organizations are available with the state dept of directorate of social 
welfare,and couples seriously considersing adoption would do better to approach only such 
organizations rather than depending on the dubious and unrealiable assistance of unauthorized 
persons in hospitals and nursing homes. 
 
Q2.2  1. Claudestinely 
 2.Stigma 
Q2.3 1 Active 
 2 unrealiable 
 
Q3: Story 
 Title-1 

Plot-3 
Accuracy-3 
Language-3 

 
Q4 letter to the editor 
Format-2 
Content-3 
Accuracy-3 



Construction 
 
Q5 
a)now 
b)of 
c)of 
d)to 
 
Q6 
  Error  Correct 

Their  its 
Bangle  bangles 
With  In 
These  This 
When  where 
Spend  Spent 
Worked  Work 
Of  at 

 
Q7 
1 Roshan went to school lastweek after a long break 
2 He had been suffering from jaundice 
3 he was asked to monitor his diet strictly by the doctor 
4 he is hole and hearty now. 
 
Section C 
Q8 ) 
A  colossal wreck here refers to the broken statue which was lying shattered in the lonely desert 
B Destroyed 
C It was located in the vast lonely desert 
D Alliteration 
 
Q8 b Mr abel merryweather in the ground  father is talking to his daughters Amelia and the family 
members elizabelth. 
B He is going to alter his will,pay ths Premium in insurance office and go to st Phillip’s church 
and get  married t Mr shorrock’s on next Monday 
C Starnley thought on. 
 
Q9 a  the ancient marine was very lean and their with skiny body he had a long grey beared with 
glittering eye’s 
B the author was surprised to see Nicole working as a shoeshine boys because the Previous he 
had seen them selling wild strawberries on the outside of Verona. 
C Mrs Packletid wished to kill a tiger because she wanted to outshine mr looma bimberton as 
she 
had flown in an airplane with an Algerian pilot for eleven miles and had become the talk of the 
town.it was her pleasure and interaction also to shoot one. 



D  Ali had been visiting the post office for five long years as he was waiting for his daughter’s 
letter.people use to call him by funny names and even announced his name but he remained 
compound 
E  As a king,he was drunk with power and authority .he had only coutempt for others.he considered 
others just insignificiant mortals.he claimed himself to be”king of kings’.he was proud of his 
achievements. 
 
Q10. It is a social darma that conveys a message of giving due regards to elders in the fam,ily 
especially the old who feel cut off from the mainstream of life.it is also a lesson to all sons and 
daughters who disregards decency,modesty and filial obligation and the process to move fast with the 
times leaving many,commitments for behind that questions their integrity as humans. 
 
   Or 
Both the poem focus on time.in’not marble,nor the ceidad monuments Shakespeare mocks at the 
marble and gilded monuments,memorials and statues built by the princes,rulers and the rich,they 
raise these memorials to show their power,authority wealth and greandure.however the courage of 
time and the agents.PB.shelley also highlighted that the sickle of time spares none.once all powerfull 
ruler”the king of king ozymardias wanted to overseas the presentand the future generation by his 
authority and achievements so both the poets highlilghted that all worlfly powers glory and geanders 
meet their destruction and deterioration at the hands of all powerful time. 
 
 

 

 

 

 


